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PROTESTANTISM IN EASTERN MIDDLE EUROPE

IN FIGURES

Before 1935

Bsthonia 838 000 = 74,3 «/o

Latviia 1 065 000 = 56,6 «/o

Lithuania 240 000 = 9,5 «/o

East-Germiany 6 391 000 = 68,1 «/o

Free City of Danzig 234 000 = 57,5 «/o

Poland 835 000 = 2,6 o/o

Czechoslovakdia 1 130 000 = 7,7 «/o

Hungary 2 347 000 = 27 0/0

Rouiraania 1 170 000 = 6,4 o/o

Jugoslavia 231 000 = 1,70/0

After 1955

350 000 = 35 «/o

600 000 -= 30 Vo

215 000= 8«/o

Polish ladministration

Polish administration

125 000= 0,4 «/o

980 000 = 7,2 «/o

2 425 000 = 24 Vo

1 085 000 = 6,7 «/o

148 000 = 0,9 0/0

Since statistics concerning membership of the different churdies are no

longer given in the East-European countries, the reports after 1955 give no

official count.



As a consequence of the last war and the post-war conditions,

far-reaching changes foo/c place in Europe, which affected the church

as well. In some parts of East-Central Europe, which belong to the

principal countries of the Reformation, the existence of the Evangeli-

cal church is either completely extinguished, or it is wholly over-

shadowed by non-Evangelical powers. The aim of this brief essay,

which does not intend to show any new research results, is to present

a roughly outlined survey of the historical development of the

member-churches of East-Central European and South-Eastern Euro-

pean Protestantism. Parallel to this essay there was published in

1962 by Ch. Jaeger, publisher of educational books at Hannover, a

map of "Protestantism in Eastern Middle Europe", which tries to

present visually the substance outlined in this paper.

The main purpose of the present publication as well as of the map is

to express two views: first, that Protestantism, which, from the very

beginning, has faithfully and devotedly shared the fate of the German

people as well as of the nations of East-Central Europe in all their

ups and downs, has been deeply affected and damaged by the change

brought about by the second World War; second, that the partial

displacement of Protestantism from the countries of East-Central

Europe and Eastern Europe is not a question of one particular deno-

mination as such, but an ecumenical problem, and that the resulting

damage represents ultimately a cultural loss, which affects the occi-

dental community as a whole.
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THE BALTIC STATES

After isolated Christian efforts to exert an influence, and short lived

missionary attempts, Christianity got a good footing on Livonian

territory (The division into Latvia and Esthonia did not take place

until modern times) when German merchants sailed up the mouth
of the Dvina around 1180. Under the reign of Bishop Albert of Bux-
hoeveden, who enforced Christian baptism in all of Esthonia shortly

before he died in 1229, Riga — established in 1201 — became the see

of the diocese which was promoted to an archdiocese in 1255. It

included the suffragan dioceses of Dorpat, Osel-Wiek, Courland, Sam-
land, Pomesania, and Kulm. With the non-German rural population,

however, Christianity had not taken a solid foothold before the end
of the 15th century.

The Reformation reached the Baltic States quite early. One of the

most important extrinsic prerequisits for the advance of the Re-

formation was the close relationship between Livonia and Germany:
The Archbishop of Riga and some of the bishops were German
national princes; the Teutonic Order got its supplementary members
from Germany; and most of the clergy came likewise from Germ.any.

Andreas Knopken, chaplain at St. Peter's in Riga, preached refor-

mational ideas already in the late summer of 1521. In the middle of the

following year the town was won over to the Evangelical cause.

Before he came to Riga, Knopken had been an assistant to Bugen-

hagen at the town-school of Treptow a. Rega in Pomerania. In 1519

he went back to Treptow and returned afterwards to Riga with a

letter of recommendation from Melanchthon. None of Knopken's
sermons at Riga have been preserved. We have, however, the 24

theses from the public disputation that took place in St. Peter's

between the Evangelical representatives and the partisans of the old

religion. The burgomasters Muther and Ulenbrock were soon
joined by other members of the council who stood up for the Re-

formation, ©specially by the municipal secretary Johannes Lohmiiller,

of wthom it is said that "he was the first to introduce Lutherism to the

country".

This was probably not quite the case; but it is nevertheless Loh-

miiller's exceptional merit to have helped greatly to carry out

the Reformation in Livonia. It was, after all, not the theologian

Knopken, but the municipal syndic Lohmiiller, who had sent a letter

to Luther on August 20th, 1522, asking him to send a word of greeting

to the Evangelical members in Livonia: "The Church of Livonia and
I, who have to resign from seeing you owing to the remoteness of

our town and to the circumstances of our lives, beseech you, for the

sake of our dedication to the Gospel of Christ, to send us greetings



by letters . . . and not to deny us this comfort." Luther's answer
reached Riga as a printed letter in November 1523; it read as follows:

„To the chosen dear friends of God, to all Christians at Riga,

Reval and Dorpat in Livonia, to my dear m^asters and brothers

in Christ." The big Weimar edition of Luther's works lists 11 letters

of the reformer and his fellow^workers that had been sent to Livonia.

Beside Luther, there were Melanchthon and Bugenhagen who exer-

cised, to a certain degree essentially more direct, an influence on the

Reformation in Livonia; others were Justus Jonas, Paul Speratus,

Johannes Briesmann.

The former Franziscan Johannes Briesmann, the reformer of Konigs-

berg, worked in Riga during the years 1527 to 1531. The towns of

Reval and Dorpat soon joined the Reformation. Important for the

further development of the Evangelical life became a „ Short rule for

the church service, together with a preface on ceremonies to the

honoured council of the praiseworthy town of Riga in Livonia, by
Johannes Brieszmann, MDXXX", which was drafted by Briesmann;

this was declared as binding to the three cities, by a joint resolution

of Riga, Dorpat and Reval in 1533.

The non-German population, too, joined the Reformation. The Fran-

ziscans already had used the people's native tongue to give religious

instructions; this method was similarly practiced in the now Evan-
gelical parishes: As early as 1524 a Lettish community gathers

in Riga using its mother tongue to preach and interpret the Gospel;

sermons were given in the Esthonian language since 1525 in Reval,

and soon after in St. John's in Dorpat. A bilingual catechism was
published in Reval still during the initial time of the Reformation.

The printing — dt is the oldest in Esthonian language — was done
at Hans Lufft's in Wittenberg in an edition of 1500 copies. Another
Esthonian catechism followed, printed in Liibeck in 1554, and only

in 1739 the first complete Esthonian Bible.

The Lettish church handbook, prepared by five German parsons

from Courland and printed in Konigsberg in 1587, became of great

significance to Lettish literature. In 1686 was published the

Lettish Hymn Book containing over 300 hymns, and in 1689 was
available the Lettish Bible, translated by Superintendent Ernst Gliick

of Marienburg.

The cornerstone to the written language and literature of the

Esthonians and the Letts was laid by Lutheran parsons, who had
to serve bilingually, German-Esthonian or German-Lettish. It was
particularly Gotthard Kettler, from 1559 to 1562 the last Master of

the Teutonic Order in Livonia, and Duke of Courland after the
partition of Livonia, who promoted the religious instruction of the
Letts in their own mother tongue.
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Supported by the Poles, the Counter Reformation tried to gain

influence in Livonia: The Jakobi Church in Riga was made Catholic

again; the Jesuits started their counter reformational activity from

1583 on. Violent disputes arise in Riga between the Evangelical

camp, led by Hermann Samson, and the Jesuits. Poland intervenes

in favour of Catholicism and things take on dangerous forms for

the Evangelical population and Hermann Samson, who is indicted

by the Poles. The dangerous consequences are, however, evaded,

when Gustav Adolf conquers Riga in 1621.

Already under Gotthard Kettler an exemplary establishment of

Evangelical church life had been undertaken in Courland; during

the Swedish times a similar basis for an Evangelical-Lutheran church

life is built in Esthonia (1561—1710) and in Livonia (1621—1710).

Solid legal grounds were provided for the organisation and the

material possessions of the church, as well as for the position of the

clergy. These legal provisions remained valid even after Esthonia

and Livonia were put under Russian rule.

Starting in Germany, the pietistic movement made itself impressively

noticeable in the Baltic States, favoured to some degree by direct

contact, such as existed between the Livonian General Superintendent

Johann Fischer and Philipp Jakob Spener. In particular the parsons,

tutors and students, coming from Germany, brought with them
pietistic thoughts and ideas. The pietistic influences increased

noticeably after the Baltic provinces had passed into Russian

possession. During the twenties and thirties of the 18th century the

Baltic States came into contact also with the pious movement that

emanated from the Herrnhut Unity of Brethren. Count Zinzendorf

stayed in Livonia and Esthonia in 1736. The Unity of Brethren and
the national church were on friendly terms until 1832, when a new
church law curbed the activity of the Unity of Brethren. The following

decades brought an increasingly sharp dispute, that was conducted

by the national church with a view to church unity.

The second great problem that the Baltic Evangelical-Lutheran

Church had to solve during the 19th century, was its difficult

relation to the Russian-Orthodox Church. Peter the Great had laid

down in his "Book of Grace" that the Evangelical religion should be
permitted in the country; however, he added the imposition that the

Russian-Orthodox Church should likewise be entitled to operate in

the Baltic provinces. The existence of the Evangelical Church
became especially difficult in the 19th century due to tendencies

toward centralization and to a rising Russian nationalism. Sergej S.

Uwarow, minister of public information since 1833, emphasized in

his addresses especially the necessity to make these provinces

Russian. The church laws of 1832 favoured the Russian-Orthodox



state Church onesidedly and handicapped at the same time the

Evangelical Church.

The situation of Protestantism aggravated noticeably with Alexander
the Third's accession to the throne in 1881. In 1885 a law permitting

a retroactive reversal in the case of mixed marriages was forcefully

introduced, that is, a declaration had to be signed, assuring that the

children would be brought up in the Orthodox religion; and the

parsons were forbidden to do any ministerial work in the case of

Evangelically concluded marriages. Owing to this decree, 101 parsons

out of 120, were indicted, because they had obeyed their conscience

and still given ministerial assistance. In his decree the Emperor
referred to the Evangelical Church as just "tolerated". The change

of sovereigns in 1894 and especially Nikolaus the Second's manifesto

of grace, published at the day of his coronation in 1896, relieved the

tense situation; most of the trials against the parsons were discon-

tinued.

During the second half of the 19th century there was a noticeable

decline in the church life of the Baltic provinces, which intensified

into a partly gross anti-clericalism during the revolutionary events

of 1905 and during the time of the Bolshevic control in 1918/19. In

1905 mainly the German parsons were persecuted and five were
murdered, whereas the persecution during the Bolshevic epoch
befell the entire church and all of the clergy. Thirty-two members
of the Baltic clergy suffered the death of martyrs during the Bolshevic

terror; among them was the professor of theology Traugott Hahn
of Dorpat, who was shot shortly after the Greek-Orthodox bishop

Platon had been executed.

The establishment of the Esthonian free state gave the control of

the church in this country to the Esthonians; however, one quarter

of the Esthonian population were still taken care of by German
parsons. Between the two World Wars about 75 per cent of the

population of Esthonia professed the Evangelical-Lutheran religion.

The evacuation of the German population from Esthonia in 1939

and the occupation of the country by Soviet Russia changed this

picture drastically. At present only about 35 per cent of the

population of Esthonia belong to the Evangelical Church. The bishop

and 70 of the parsons fled the second Bolshevic occupation of the

country in 1944.

After the establishment of the state of Latvia the leadership of the

church passed likewise into the hands of the non-German clergy. In

1922 the Lettish synod elected Superintendent K. Irbe bishop, and —
following the latter's proposal — P. H. Poelchau to be the bishop

of the German parishes that retained an autonomous status within
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the general church. Both bishops were consecrated by the Swedish
Archbishop Nathan Soderblom. At Soderblom's suggestion, T. Grin-

bergs, Irbe's successor as bishop in 1932, accepted the title of

archbishop. Between the two World Wars over one million people,

that is, more than half of the population of Latvia, professed Prote-

stantism. The evacuation of the German population in 1939 and the

events of the war caused the Evangelical proportion of the people

to decrease to about 30 per cent of the entire population. When the

Red Army marched into the country. Archbishop Grinbergs and
144 parsons (out of 279) fled to the West in 1944.

In Lithuania, where the Evangelical population had always been
a minority of barely ten per cent, the proportion of Protestants

dropped to 8 per cent after the Second World War.

EAST AND WEST PRUSSIA

The first attempts to missionize Prussia ended with the death of the

missionaries: Bishop Adalbert von Prag, whom the Duke Boleslaw I.

Chrobry bad assigned the task of missionizing the pagan Prussians,

died the death of a martyr in 997; his successor, Brun von Queriurt,

suffered the same fate twelve years later.

As the peaceful missionary attempts were of little success, the so-

called sword-mission came into prominence: To fight paganism, the

Cistercian Theoderich founded the order of the sword-brothers in

Livonia at the beginning of the 13th century. The "fratres militiae

Christi" were under the control of the Bishop of Riga. Devoted to

the same task was the Dobrine Order; they were organized on the

pattern of the order of the sword-brothers and had their seat in

Dobrin on the Vistula.

During the thirties of the 13th century the two knightly orders were
united with the Teutonic Order who had been called into the country

by Duke Konrad of Mazovia. Emperor Friedrich II. 's "Golden Bull"

of Rimini (1226) granted the order not only the independence,

necessary for their activity in pagan Prussia, but assigned them
also the task of seeking „not so much the subjection of the pagans but

their conversion". About 90 strongholds of the order came into

existence as centers of settlements during the 13th century, and
around 1400 there were already over 1000 German villages East of

the Vistula. They were not of economic and political significance

only, but contributed also essentially to the promotion of

Christianity. In 1249 the Teutonic Order concluded the treaty of

Christburg with the defeated Prussians, in which the latter pledged,
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among other things, not to make sacrifices for their pagan gods any
more, not to tolerate any pagan priests, to build churches, etc.

The territory of the order was won over to the Reformation under
Albrecht von HohenzoUern-Ansbach, the Grandmaster of the Teutonic

Order. The Grandmaster had been communicating with Luther

through his intimate friend Dietrich von Schonberg since 1521. In a

letter, entitled "To the Teutonic Orders" ("An die Herren Deutsch

Ordens"), circulated in 1523, Luther had given the advice to change

the order, because they did serve "neither God nor the world" at

present. During his stay in Niirnberg in 1522 the Grandmaster had
certainly received further reformational stimulations through the

sermons of Andreas Osiander, whom he called his father in Christ.

In the following year Albrecht visited Luther and Melanchthon, who
confirmed his intention to transform Prussia into a secular dukedom.
The former Franziscan Johannes Briesmann, a native of Lower
Lusatia, had been preaching in Konigsberg since 1523 in the spirit

of the Evangelical teachings. Briesman had moved to Prussia at

Luther's instigation and had worked in Riga between 1527 and 1531

to carry out the Reformation. Beside him there was Paul Speratus,

one of the greatest composers of the Reformation. Speratus had been
recommended to Briesmann, who was already at work in Prussia,

by Luther; Albrecht, too, wrote to the Bishop of Samland, Georg
von Polentz, who represented the Grandmaster in the territory of

the order during the latter's absence: "Your well beloved may show
grace and favour to Doctor Speratum at all occassions; for, with

the help of our Saviour, he will be useful to all of you." Georg von
Polentz, representing the Grandmaster as "regent of the Teutonic

Order" has vigorously helped the Reformation to progress in the

territory of the order by the appointment and support of Evangelical

preachers; led by Johannes Briesmann, he even stood up for the

Reformation in sermons and publications.

Albrecht, following his innermost Evangelical belief, drew the

conclusions 1525 and laid aside the dignity of a grand master of the

Teutonic Order. At the same time Prussia, the order's territory,

turned now into a secular dukedom, was given to him as a fief by
his uncle, the Polish king Sigismund I.

The foundation of the University of Konigsberg in 1544, its first

rector being Melanchthon's son-in-law Georg Sabinus, provided a

training center for Prussian preachers. The divine service was held

in German, but the sermon was translated for the non-German
population, such as the Prussians, the Lithuanians, the Courlanders

and Masurians. In Samland, for instance, the "Tolk", that is,

interpreter, stood beside the pulpit and translated the sermon
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sentence by sentence. In 1561, to support the preachers and to

improve the Evangelical instruction, Duke Albrecht ordered the

catechism to be translated Into Old Prussian, „so that the parsons

and pastors in rural areas may read from it themselves, every

Sunday from the pulpit, without the need of an interpreter; and that

they may pronounce it diligently to the non-German population in

their native tongue." In 1547, Martinus Mosvidius, a Lithuanian

scholar of the Duke's, translated Luther's catechism, among other

writings, into the Lithuanian language; and the parson Johannes

Maletius printed Evangelical works in the Masurian language.

Elector Johann Sigismund's conversion to Calvinism in 1613 led to

tensions with strict Lutherans. The second half of the 17th century

was equally burdened with theological disputes. However, the

relationship between King Friedrich Wilhelm I. and the pietistic

movement during the following century developed quite differently.

The King colonized the devastated country; under his reign large

numbers of French Swiss, Southern Germans and finally, in 1732,

about 15 000 Protestants who had been oppressed in Salzburg,

immigrated into East Prussia. He was of a practical as well as of

a simple piety that found its expression in the King's confession:

"If I build and improve the country and fail to make any Christians,

it is of no good to me." This attitude, the service for the whole
community of the people, based on religious-ethical grounds, has

become the decisive characteristic trait of that quality, that has

manifested itself in history as "Prussianism". If one regards loyalty,

obedience, readiness to serve and incorruptibility as virtuous

qualities, Prussianism can be comprehended as a historical and
ethical phenomenon, only if one realizes that its determining

principles originate in a pdetistic understanding of the world and
its salvation, as it is expressed, for instance, by August Hermarm
Francke.

East Prussia's contribution to the enrichment of the sciences,

especially in the fields of philosophy and theology, is of eminent
significance. There are above all three names that must be mentioned:
Kant, Hamann and Herder.

The beginning revivalist movement could gain only relatively little

influence in the religious sphere. A number of sects with partly

considerable following came into existence among the Lithuanian

and Masurian population in recent times. The arrival of the Red
Army and the still lasting Polish and Soviet Russian occupation of

the country caused, for the time being, the extinction of East Prussian

Protestantism, once professed by the majority of the population.
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POMERANIA

After unsuccessful attempts of the dioceses of Hamburg, Havelberg
and Brandenburg to missionize Pomerania during the 9th and 10th

century, Christianity got a firm footing during the first half of the

12th century due to the activity of Bishop Otto of Bamberg. However,
a deepening of Christianity occurred only through the immigration
of Germans which was favoured particularly by the Premonstraten-
siian and Cistercian monasteries. The oldest German parish churches

were built already during the second half of the 12th century near
Altentreptow, Kammin (which became the see of the diocese after

the Danes had destroyed Wollins), Pasewalk, Treptow a, R., Stettin.

Some of the religious movements of the Middle Ages reached also

Pomerania, such as the Waldenses during the 14th century, whose
ideas were propagated fanatically by the lay brothers, the so called

Putzkeller. The Hussite movement made itself similarly noticeable,

for instance among the clergy of Stralsund at the time of the Council
of Constance. At the middle of the 15th century there are serious

endeavours of the church to check abuses. To achieve this purpose,

reform synods meet in Pomerania, among them a "convocatio gene-

ralis totius cleri" in Stettin in the year 1486, but they failed to bring

about a decisive change.

The religious change in Pomerania was accomplished by the Refor-

m/ation. Its outstanding figure is Johannes Bugenhagen, the „Doktor
Pommer", whom Luther later called the greatest theologian after

Melanchthon in urbe et orbe. Bugenhagen, who had been "Ludi

magister Treptovii", that is, rector of the municipal school in Treptow
a. R., since 1504; and lector at the monastery of Belbuck since 1517;

was won over to the Reformation by Luther's book "Of the Baby-
lonian Captivity of the Church" (1520). After Bugenhagen had joined

the Reformation, the reformational teachings gained ground in the

monastery, where a small group of followers of Luther gathered
around the abbot Johann Boldewan, as well as in the town of Trep-

tow itself. From Treptow the Reformation was carried into the

country.

Johannes Knipstro became active at approximately the same time as

Bugenhagen, although independent of him. He is a significant man in

the Pomeranian church, who, as a follower of Luther, had suffered

a disciplinary transfer from Frankfurt/Oder to Pomerania. A former

Franziscan, he became parson in Stralsund in 1525 and accomplished
the Reformation in Greifswald in 1531/32. In 1523 the Reformation
started in Stettin, after the citizens had sent a letter to Luther asking

him for an Evangelical preacher. Luther sent the Magister Paul vom
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Rode, who started to preach in the church of St. James in March of

the same year.

Expelled from Treptow a. Rega, Johann Kureke, Georg von Uecker-

miinde and Christian Ketelhut, who was later given the honorary

title of „Primus Repurgator Ecclesie Sundensis", had been at work
in Stralsund since 1522/23. In 1525 the city council accepted the

"Church and School Rule" prepared by Johannes Aepinus. It is one

of the Oldest church rules of Northern Germany. Its first sentence

reads as follows: "Chiefly you should see to it that God's word is

preached true, pure and without any distorting additions." Thus Stral-

sund had declared itself an Evangelical city. From Stralsund the

Reformation spread to the island of Riigen.

The diet of Pomerania, meeting in Treptow a. Rega, accepted the

Reformation in 1534. At the diet's request, Bugenhagen prepared the

Pomeranian church rule, the "Kerken ordeninge des gantzen Pamer-
landes" (church rule of the whole land of Pomerania), which was
submitted in 1535. At the instigation of particularly Johannes Bugen-
hagen, the University of Greifswald, foundet in 1456, was reopened
in 1539, now as a Lutheran university.

In 1630, during the Thirty Years War, when the imperial army
marched through Western Pomerania and Wallenstein besieged

Stralsund, Gustav Adolf landed on the Pomeranian shore to fulfill

his promised confession: "We in Sweden have received the light of

the gospel from Germany. We have therefore come, out of grate-

fulness, to protect this light in Germany, so that it may not be ex-

tinguished." After the extinction of the ducal house of Pomerania,

the Westphalian peace treaty (1648) made Western Pomerania a part

of Sweden until 1815. In this part the Lutheran confession domiinated

unrestrictedly. The Eastern part of Pomerania became part of Bran-

denburg whose reigning family had been professing Calvinism since

1613. Thus the religious development in the two parts of Pomerania
followed two different roads.

Whereas Western Pomerania was only slightly influenced by the

pietistic movement, there was a stronger response to it in Eastern

Pomerania. The 18th century enlightenment, however, affected both
parts of the country. The revivalist movement of the 19th century,

that followed the enlightenment as a counter-movement, found its

supporters chiefly among the nobility of Eastern Pomerania. After

1837, thousands of Lutherans emigrated to the United States to escape
the Union which had been proclaimed in Prussia in 1817; others left

the national church and united as Old-Lutheran parishes under the

Supreme Council of Churches of Breslau.

The church of Pomerania was deeply injured by the National-

Socialist era — impressed by the Nazi propaganda, three parsons
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resigned from office and two left the church altogether — and by
the war. Because of the lack of parsons, the wives of the clergy and
parish members served in the church during the last years of the war.

After the entry of the Red Army the parsons started in quite a few
places to rebuild, out of the ruins, not only a new churchlife, but also

the first beginnings of a regular supply of the population and of a

local administration.

After the second world war the Evangelical church East of the Oder
river has almost ceased to exist, but the Evangelical parishes on the

Western side of the Oder river, in the rest of Pomerania, have united

under the name of „Pomeranian Evangelical Church". The Pomeranian
church West of the Oder river numbers about 700,000 members with
240 parsons and is headed by a bishop. The seat of the consistory is

Greifswald.

SILESIA

The beginnings of Christianity in Silesia are unknown. The Poles'

conversion to Christianity oinder the leadership of Mieszko I. (960

—

992), the foundation of the missionary diocese of Posen (966) and the

orientation toward the West were of great significance. Boleslaw I.

Chrobry continued his father's friendly policy toward the church. The
archdiocese of Gnesen was founded under his reign in the year 1000;

its suffragans were Kolberg, Cracow and Breslau. The foundation

of the diocese of Breslau is the first tangible fact of Silesian church

history. Despite pagan reactions, approximately 100 parish churches

and monastic churches were built during the following 150 years.

Being under Polish sovereignty, Silesia is given to the Piasts as a

hereditary dukedom during the 12th century. To strengthen their

own position they seek to establish relations with the German West.

Favoured by the Piasts, a strong German colonisation starts at the

beginning of the 13th century. It brings to Silesia approximately

175,000 people and leads to the formation of 1,500 German villages

and 63 towns. Silesia is a predominantly German country toward the

end of the 13th century.

A number of significant monasteries are founded during the 13th

century. Those of the Cistercians have to be given special pro-

minence: Heinrichau, Kamenz, Griissau, Rauden and others are added
to the already existing monastery Leubus. The Cistercian nunnery
of Trebnitz deserves special mentioning: Hedwig von Andechs-
Meran, as the wife of Heinrich I. duchess of Silesia, financed the

fooindation of the nunnery with her dowry. The princess, who had
been exemplary in her active love for her fellowmen and in her
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piety, was canonized as the patron saint of Silesia twenty-four years

after her death.

In the treaty of Trentschin, concluded on August 24. 1335, the King
of Poland renounced all claims concerning Silesia. The province was
given to the crown of Bohemia and belonged to it until 1741.

The lineage of German bishops of Breslau starts with Heinrich

von Wiirben (1302). In some respect he has to be considered the

organizer of the diocese. The medieval church of Silesia reached its

fullest bloom under his second successor, Preszlaw von Pogarell.

Yet Silesia was not spared religious turbulences and movements.
The Geifiler brothers, moving through large parts of Europe as an

ecstatic mass movement, passed twice through the country; Wal-
densians appeared in some of the towns during the first half of the

14th century; later, followers of the teachings of Wiclif and Huss
caused various disturbances, quite aside from the fact that the

Hussite wars devastated the country extensively. Hence there was
noticeable among the population a resolute anti-clerical mood
combined with a strong lay piety.

When the Reformation reached Silesia, it affected the entire

population, as it had everywhere else in Germany. Today it is im-

possible to determine the particular ways in which reformational

ideas had come into the country. Students, merchants and members
of the clergy had possibly imported Luther's views. Not only were
Luther's theses known quite early, other publications of the reformer,

too, were circulated in Silesia, or even printed there — a Breslau

bookseller sold Melanchthon's works as far as Poland. Silesia being

then divided into a multitude of small territories, the Reformation

took place irregularly, in various forms and various stages; hence
there is no single reformer of Silesia. In addition, the reformational

change took place without any serious tumults and disturbances

and did not lack a certain conservative quality: Institutions and
ecclesiastical customs of the Catholic era were retained in many
cases, and it seemed quite acceptable to regard the Catholic bishop

of Breslau as the religious head until the middle of the 16th century,

and for the bishops to confirm married Lutheran parsons in their

offices.

The Reformation in Breslau took place in a cautious manner. In 1522

a Franciscan from Wittenberg had already preached the new
teaching and the population had taken great interest in it. In 1523

the town council appointed Johann Hess to be parson of the church

of St. Mary-Magdalene. A disputation about controversial religious

points took place in 1524; in the same year the clergy of Breslau
were asked to take the oath of loyalty to the Evangelical teachings;

a number of Catholic lithurgical customs were abolished during the
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following year, and the German language was introduced at

christening ceremonies, etc. In 1525 two more parsons came to

Breslau: Ambrosius Mobian to the Elizabeth Church, and Petrus

Fontius (probably the preacher of 1522) to the Holy Ghost Church.

The reorganization of the Evangelical life in Breslau was ac-

complis'hed under the spiritual guidance of Johann Hess.

The Reformation in the dukedom of Liegnitz (Lignica) took place

under the determining influence of Kaspar von Schwenckield, a des-

oendent of very old Siles'ian nobality. Schwenckfield became one of

the leading figures of the Reformation In Silesia; owing to his in-

fluence, the most powerful Silesian prince, Duke Frledrich II. of

Liegnitz, accepted the Evangelical teaching in 1521. However, after

1525 a igrowing estrangement becomes noticeable between Schwenck-
feld and the reform'ational development in Wittenberg and Breslau.

This leads to a breach between them, when the theological

divergences couM not be settled, and causes Schwenckfeld to leave

his homecountry. The Evangelical movement in the dukedom found
its way back to its original course. Acting in the spirit of the

Evangelical teaching and favoured by Duke Friedrich II., Valentin

Trotzendorf developed the Grammar School in Goldberg into an
examplary institution which became renowned far beyond the

borders of Silesia.

In Upper Silesia the Refoimation was accomplished largely owing
to Margrave Georg von Brandenburg-Ansbach-Jdgerndori, one of

the most influential figures of the German reformational era. A
brother of Duke Albrecht of Prussia, he was related to the royal

house of Poland through his mother, the princess Sophie of Poland,

and to King Ludwig and Matthias Corvinus of Hungary. Margrave
Georg's signature is second on the Augsburg Confession of 1530.

At the diet of Augsburg he professed the Evangelical truth, on behalf

of the Evangelical estates, in these memorable words: "I would
rather kneel down before Your Imperial Majesty and have my head
chopped off than to deny my God and His Gospel."

In the dukedoms of Glogau, Schweidnitz and Jauer, held under Habs-

burg's administration since 1526, the Evangelical movement has

been favoured chiefly by the landed gentry; in the cities by the

councils; and in rural areas by the nobility.

The first hesitating activities of the counter-reformation begin

already during the second half of the 16th century, under Bishop

Martin Gerstmann of Breslau. During the first half of the 17th

century they are ruthlessly executed by Karl of Austria, the Habs-

burger on the bishop-seat of Breslau. Karl founded the first Jesuit

college in Neisse in 1622; he felt in no way bound to Emperor Ru-
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dolf II. 's majestic letter, which in 1609 — under the pressure of the

political situation — had granted the Evangelical population

religious liberty and the right to practice their religion.

Yet the Catholic reaction does not fully start before the end of the

Thirty Years' War: The Westphalian Peace Treaty of 1648 granted
the Evangelical population free practice of their religion, in the

principalities of Miinsterberg-Ols and Liegnitz-Brieg, as well as in

the city of Breslau; the rest of Silesia wa/s allowied only three so-

called peace churches in Glogau, Jauer and Schweidnitz. The other

Evangelical churches, numbering over 1,200, were confiscated by
so-called „ reduction commissions", and the Evangelical parsons

were expelled. Facing the choice of either forceful conversion, or

the loss of their homecountry, about 200,000 Evangelical Silesians

emigrated. They were replaced, especially in Upper Silesia, by
Catholic Poles.

Silesiian Protestantism was saved by King Karl XII. of Sweden, who
in 1707, in the convention of Altranstadt, forced Emperor Joseph I.

to make extensive concessions: 130 Evangelical churches had to be
returned; the Evangelical population was allowed to build six grace-

churches in Landeshut, Hirschberg, Sagan, Freystadt, Militsch and
Teschen; the Evangelical school system was allowed to be recon-

structed.

Frederic the Great's acquisition of Silesia leads to a curbing of the

forcefully achieved predominance of Catholicism and to a recon-

struction of Evangelical church life in many places. The Reformed
Church and the Church of the Brethren also receive religious liberty;

at the same time Bohemian^Hussite parishes with sermons in the

Czech language come into existence. An Evangelical-theological

faculty is established in the following century through the foundation

of the University of Breslau.

The Evangelical Church in Silesia survived the National Socialist

era of recent times. After the Russian occupation, it experienced at

first catastrophic conditions, which could, however, be checked in

a relatively short time, thanks to the activity of the Evangelical

Christians. The Evangelical church was largely capable of surviving

the political catastrophy, wheras the German Catholic church of

Silesia dissolved after the death of Prince Bishop Bertram in 1946.

In July 1946 the Evangelical synod gathered again in Breslau,

representing a church in which approximately 200 parsons and 600

lecturers preached the word of God. However, the Polish regime

practiced a rigorofus mass expulsion, to which the Evangelical Church

of Silesia, with its original 2.5 million parish members, fell a victim.

The German Protestants who remained in Silesia were to a certain

extent forcefully incorporated into the Polish Evangelical Church. The
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service in the still existing German-Evangelical parishes is ad-

ministered to a great extent by lecturers.

Similar to Pomerania, there still exists an Evangelical Church of

Silesia, with a bishop as its head, West of the Oder and Neisse rivers,

in a small area that remained of Silesia. The seat of its church

administration is at Gorlitz.

In Western Germany a ..Community of Evangelical Silesians" was
constituted; it organizes its own lay-meetings and conventions of

parsons at regular intervals.

POLAND

Poland became a direct neighbour of the German Reich, when
Margrave Gero subdued the Wends who settled between the Elbe

and Oder Rivers. In 963 the Polish Duke Mieszko placed himself

under the supremacy of his new neighbour, and three years later he
accepted Christianity as a consequence of his marriage to the

Christian Princess Dubrawka, a sister of Boleslaw the Second of

Bohemia. In the year 1000 Emperor Otto the Third made a pilgrimage

to Gnesen to visit the tomb of Bishop Adalbert of Prague, whom he
revered greatly and who had suffered the death of a martyr at the

hands of the pagans at Lake Draai three years before. Otto decreed

that Gnesen should become the see of an archbishop who should be
in control of the suffragan dioceses of Cracow, Breslau and Kolberg.

The youthful emperor appoints the Polish Duke Boleslaw I. Chroby
to be a Roman Patricius and "brother and fellow-worker for the

empire".

Boleslaw Chrobry -was already intent on strengthening the position

of the clergy as a counter-balance against certain aspirations of the

nobility. The church was successful in further confirming its position

especially during the division of political power which lasted two
centuries.

Kasimir the Great's conquest in the Ukraine during the 14th century,

as well as Queen Hedwig's marriage with Jagiello, the Great Prince

of Lithuania (1386), caused a further increase in Poland's population.

This political union offered the church of Poland the possibility of

a definitive Catholic missionary movement throughout Lithuania.

Wladislaw Jagiello reestablished the high school that had been
founded in Cracow in 1364 by Kasimir the Great, but which had in

succeeding years rapidly declined, and turned it into a university,

thus fulfilling a legacy of Queen Hedwig. The decree of July 1400

opened the Cracow "Jagiellonian University", the main purpose of

which was to propagate Roman Christianity in Lithuania and Russia.
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The Reformatiion in Poland had been prepared by the humanistic and
pre-reformational movements, especially by the Hussite movement.
Poland's relations to Western Europe were equally important for the

reformational beginnings. University records of Germany, France,

Switzerland and Italy showed many Polish names during the century

of the reformation. It was of importance that Poles, who later held
leading positions in their ihomecountry, had entertained personal
contacts with the reformers during their studies at Wittenberg,
Geneva, or Strasbourg. Like Calvin who had corresponded with Poles,

Melanchthon maintained direct relations with Poles whose fate and
history he was interested in, so much so that he could write to a friend

in Prague: „You know yourself, that I have lalways praised the Polish

people". It was of no avail, that King Sigismund forbade attendance

at Protestant universities; and the edict of Thoxn, issued sometime
before, forbidding the distribution of Protestant books, remained
likewise without effect.

The propagation of the Lutheran faith was promoted by Duke Albrecht

of Prussia after his public conversion to the Reformation (1525): he
supported the printing of Polish devotional literature, hymn-books,
etc.; as early as 1530 a Polish translation of Luther's Little Catechism
was printed in Konigsberg. It was the special aim of the University

of Konigsberg, founded in 1544, to propagate reformational ideas in

the bordering countries by training qualified preachers. The relatively

great independence of the Polish nobility made the suppression of

the Reformation likewise impossible.

Sigismund the Second assumed a more tolerant attitude toward the

Reformation: He permitted the diet of Royal Prussia to accept the

Confessio Augustana, and granted, among other things, the members
of the Schlachta, who had turned Protestant, to make use of the "ius

reformandi". The ^favouring of noble famjilies, such as the Gorkia,

Ostrorog, Russkowsky, Zborowski, and others, led to the establish-

ment of Lutheran parishes, especially in Greater Poland. The Polish

nobility was particularly attracted by Calvinism, which had its

followers mainly in Smaller Poland and in Lithuania. Here Calvinism
was professed by the influential baron of the great dukedom, Nikolaus
Radziwill, the "Black", who was characterized by the Catholic nuntio

as follows: „The Catholic religion faces at present perhaps no greater

persecutor in or outside of Poland". Nikolaus Radziwill, a friend and
admirer of Calvin, donated the necessary financial funds, so that the

first complete Evangelical Bible, translated into the Polish language,

could appear in Brest in 1563, thus providing Protestantism with the

necessary basis for its further development.

The outstanding personality of Polish Protestantism and especially

of Calvinism was Jan Laski (Johannes a Lasco), a nephew of the
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Polish Great Ghancellor and Archbishop of Gnesen. He was the only

Pole to play a role in the general history of the Reformation: theo-

logically he was a follower of Calvin, but he was also acquainted

with Melanchthon and stayed with Erasmus during his visit to Basel.

Destined by his restless fate, which did not lack a certain tragic

quality, he became the reformer of East Friesland, and worked as a

refugee parson in London, Kopenhagen and Frankfurt/Ma)in. On his

return to Poland, whence he was called by his fellow-believers, he
met Calvin and Melanchthon once more. Back in Poland in 1556, he
failed to realize his most cherished wish, the establishment of a Polish

Evangelical National Church by uniting the Protestant groups of

Poland. Not until 1570, ten years after Laski's death, was a unification

attempted — though not achieved — through the Consensus of

Sandomir, in which the Lutherans, Calvinists and Bohemian Brethren

permitted their members to commune in any of the three churches,

and assured each other mutual protection against outside forces.

As to the political sphere, the nobility, who had met to elect the

king in the Warsaw Confederation of January 1573, pledged mutual
toleration, because there "exists such a great dissidium in causa

religionis christianae".

In the struggle for the continuance of Polish Catholicism, Stanislaus

Hosius became the soul of the Counterreformation in Poland. After

his studies in Cracow, Wilna, Padua and Bologna, Hosius, a son of

Ulrich Hos, a German from Pforzheim, received by way of his service

in the diplomatic corps the seat of the bishop of Kulm and, in 1551,

the diocese of Ermland. It not only characterizes his personality but

also explains one of the reasons for his counterreformational success,

that he fought the Evangelical teachings neither with external force,

nor with literary distortions, but that he entered into a basic religious

and theological controversy. His "Confessio fidei catholicae

Christiana" was printed up to 1579 in 39 editions and numerous
translations, and was considered the best handbook for theological

controversies.

Hosius, made cardinal in 1561, was one of the presidents of the

Council of Trent in 1562/63, and together with the Nuntio was
successful in causing the diet of Parczow to take notice of the

resolution of the Tridentinum. It was at his instigation that the Jesuits

came into the country. He established for them a seminary in Brauns-

berg in 1568, but they also settled in the towns of Pultusk (1566),

Wilna (1570), Posen (1572), Polock (1580) and at other places. As soon

as 1608 they had 21 centers of activity in Poland.

In 1567 Nikolaus Christoph Radziwill converted to Catholicism and
ordered the "Brest Bible" of the Protestants, which had been published

under the patronage of his father Nikolaus the Black, to be burned.
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A special activity in favour of the Counterreformation was shown
by the Jesuits Piotr Skarga and Jakob Wujek, author of the „Catholic

Postille" and translator of the „ Jesuit Bible".

The counterpart of the Evangelical Brest Bible is the Catholic

„Scharffenberg Bible" (printed at Scharffenberger's), published in

Cracow in 1561, which employs for its illustrations the wood-carvings

of the Lutheran Wittenberg Bible.

One of the Evangelical places of refuge during the Counterreform-

ation — even after the ruling family had converted to Catholicism

— was the parish of the Bohemian Brethren in Lissa, which stood

under the protection of Baron Leszczynski's family. Johann Amos
Comenius had also settled here after his expulsion in 1628. Daniel

Ernst Jablonsfci, a grandson of Comenius on his mother's side, had
also worked in Lissa temporarily and was the Senior of the Unity

of the Brethren. The far-reaching influence, that he had as reformed

court chaplain in Konigsberg and as pastor of the Cathedral in Berlin,

he brought to bear in favour of oppressed Polish Protestantism.

Under the pressure of Prussia and Russ/ia the Polish diet granted the

Warsaw edict of toleration of 1768, which resulted, in spite of Catholic

counterreactions, in a certain rise of Evangelical life (such as the

building of the Evangelical Trinity Church in Warsaw and the Church

of the Cross dn Posen).

Shortly before the second partition of Poland there were, in the

already reduced area, approxim,ately 200,000 Protestants, constituting

the following parishes: in Greater Poland 68 Lutheran and 10 Reformed;
in Smaller Poland and Mazovia 10 Lutheran and 8 Reformed; and in

Lithuania 5 Lutheran and 30 Reformed parishes. In Warsaw there

existed since 1779 one Reformed, and since 1783 one Lutheran Church.

A unification of the Protestant churches did not take place, although

the confederation of Thorn and Sluck was completed in 1767. The
partition of Poland among Russia, Prussia and Austria caused diverse

developments due to these external influences.

The territories acquired by Prussia were divided between West
Prussia and the province of Posen. The Prussian colonization policy

remarkably strengthened the Protestant element. In the area which
was occupied in 1772, Evangelical church service was reinstituted

during the following years in 32 places. In the region of Posen there

were about 100 Evangelical parishes around 1815 as compared to 275

in 1914. The activities of the institutions of the Inner Mission were
also increased.

In the Russian part (approximately two-thirds of the national territory

of Poland including Warsaw) there existed relatively favourable

conditions for the Evangelical Church: The constitution of 1815

promised the clergy a yearly state subvention; between the Lutheran
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and Reformod wing of Protestantism a common General Consistory

was formed; it was dissolved, however, in 1849. After 1889 the

consistories had to officiate in the Russian tongue. In the city parishes,

especially in Warsaw and Lodz, there developed a lively and firmly

established parish life, which showed itself in the welfare work and
the school system. The parsons Leopold Otto (died 1882) and Julius

Bursche (died 1942) represented a separate Polish-Evangelical line,

which encouraged Lutherans to turn Polish in order to evangelize

effectively among the Poles.

In the Austrian part of Poland, in Galioia, which had already been
granted some degree of toleration by Maria Theresia, the licence of

Josef the Second in 1781 resulted in the establishment of Evangelical

colonist communities, which gradually consolidated into 29 parishes

with altogether 30,000 members. The prominent personality within

this church system was Theodor Zockler, the founder of the institut-

ions of the Inner Mission in Stanislau. The Evangelical population

of this area was first evacuated and resettled in Posen in 1939, and
came afterwards to West Germany.
The reestablishment of the Polish state after the First World War
did not lead to an organizational unification of Protestantism in

Poland, owing to national differences and legal divergences. The
foundation of a separate Evangelical theological faculty at the

University of Warsaw became important to the future theological

development. As in other Communist countries the theological

faculty was transformed in 1955 into a "Christian-theological

Academy" and transferred to Chylice near Warsaw. Between the

two World Wars the Protestant Church in Poland had 835,000

members. Especially due to the resettlement and the forceful expuls-

ion of the German Protestants, its membership after the Second
World War was reduced to a numerically insignificant confessional

minority of 125,000 (including the Protestants in the former German
Eastern territories).

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Under the influence of the Franconians an intensive Christian

missionary activity started during the 9th century among the tribes

who had settled in the Greater Moravian empire. In 863 the Slav-

apostles Cyrill and Method came to Moravia. Their activity resulted

in a temporary rivalry between the East-Roman and the West-Roman
form of Christianity, with the latter prevailing ultimately. In 973

Bohemia was given a diocese of its own at Prague. The second bishop

who held the see of Prague was Adalbert; he worked as a missionary
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in Hungary and Prussia, where he suffered the death of a martyr

in 997.

The somewhat unsatisfiactory conditions of the medieval church

prepared the ground for the appearance of heretical movements, as

well as for first tentative lattempts of a church reform. Toiward the

middle of the 13th century the Waldensians entered Southeirn

Moravia and exerted an influence on the internal religous develop-

ment. The appearance of John Huss (1369—1415) led to a religious-

natiomal revolution. Huss, a. teacher lat the University of Prague land a

preacher at Bethlehem Chapel, was strongly influenced in his theo-

logical views by the teachings of John Wycliffe. The council of

Constance, to wihich he had voluntarily submiitted himself, condemned
him to death at the istake in 1415. Huss died, convinced that he was
defendimg the true understanding of Christianity lagainst a church

wthich was in need of reforms. The death of John Huss caused the

rebelMon in Bohemia and the Hussite wars (1419—1436). Within the

Hussite movement developed two groups /with the communion oup

as their isymbol. The Utraquists (Communio sub utraque forma)

represented a more moderate line. In the so called "Four Articles of

Prague" they demlanded in 1420 the freedom of preaching, the lay

chalice, the secularisation of church property and a strict church

discipline for the clergy. The other group, the Taborites (named
after the town of Tabor, built by the Hussites) were devoted to more
radical changes of a Comlmunist kind. An agreement was finally

reached in the peace of Kuttenberg lin 1485 between the partisans

of the Catholic Church and the Utraquists; it granted the Utraquists,

as the most essential concession, the right to adminiisteir the com-
munion cup to the laymen as well.

The pre-reformational movements had opened Bohemia for the new
religious ideas as no other country in Europe had been. When Luther,

during the Leipzig disputation (1519), professed his agreement with

Huss, he assured ihimself of the sympathies of the Bohemiian

population. Immediately after the dispoitation, Luther was sent Huss'

work "De ecclesia" as an expression of the nation's gratitude. In a

letter of 1522 the reformer ladmonished the Bohemian estates to prove

themlselves worthy of their ancestors, and stated literally: "Verily,

I and those ;who adhere to uis iwill defend Johannem Huss, the holy

martyr of Christ; even if all of Bohemia should renounce (his teachings,

which God mjay prevent, be Will nevertheless remain our man."

The Reformation was .met with a strong response. Roman Catholicism

fortified at the isaime time its endeavors to keep the Utraquists

within th6 union, in spite of dogmatic divergences that existed

between the Catholic Church and this decidedly Bohemian-national

form of religion. During the thirties of the 16th century Utraquism
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finally split into an Evangelical wing, including the majority of the

nobility, and into a Catholic wing.

A close relationship was also established with the "Unitas fratrum",

the Unity of Bohemian Brethren. The Unity, an independent movement
siince 1467, combined the tradition of the Waldensians and the

religious ideas of the Hussite movement and strove to be a genuine

church of brethren. Its specific features were a reservedness toward
the things of this world, a belief in personal sanctification, a strict

discipline governing the life of the parishes, etc. The young clergymen
of the Unity looked for connections with Wittenberg, especially with

the university; the nobility of the Church of the Brethren was equally

interested in establishing relations with the Protestant ecumenical

movement which was just then developing.

The German element of Bohemia was the third group that was in

agreement with or joined the Reformation, respeCtiveily. Very soon
strong Evangelical parishes established themselves within the Ger-

man population and were deliberately and effectively supported by
the German nobility of the country.

Only two of the pre-reformiational personalities can be mentioned
here: Paul Speratus, an adherent of the Reformation since 1520 and
originally a chaplain at the cathedral of Wiirzburg. After wandering
through Austria, he came to Iglau to work for the consolidation of

the Reformation and was temporarily imprisoned. After an
intermediate stay at Wittenberg, he was won over by Albrecht of

Hohenzollern-Ansbach in 1524 to work in the state of Prussia.

Johann Mathesius is the second eminent reformational personality

of the Bohemian area. Mathesius, "v/iho had closely associated himself

with Luther in Wittenberg, came as rector to St. Joachimsthal in 1532,

and was appointed parson in 1545. Beside his collections of sermons,
which had a strong exemplary influence on the Evangelical clergy

of Bohemia, we also owe Mm a biography of Luther

The Reformation in Slovakia is closely related to the corresponding
events in the church of Hungary. Because of the common German
language, the Wittenberg Reformation found favour with the German
towns of the Northern Carpathian Mountains at a relatively early

date. On the other hand, a strong resistance against the penetration

of Lutheran thoughts made itself equally noticeable. In the Hungarian-
Slovakian region distinguished himself, beside Johann Zapolya,

particularly the aristocrat Stephan Verboczy, who had met Luther
at the diet of Worms.

The resolutions of the diet of 1523 threatened those with severe
penalties who adhered to the reformational thooights. In 1527 the first
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Evangelical martyrs were burned at the stake. In the course of the

miners' rebellion in Middle Slovakia (1527), the parson Nikolai and

the teacher Gregori in the mountain town of Libethen were accused

of sedition and condemned to be burned alive.

It is true that the lunoertain conditioms after the military collapse of

Mohacs (1526), land the growing Turkish danger prevented any radical

and decisive actions against the Evangelical population, but religioois

commissions nevertheless appeared everywhere in the towns to check

the confessional attitude of the population. To prove that he was in

agreement with Christian orthodoxy, Leonhard Stockel from Bartfeld

wrote a confession of faith, the "Confessio Pentapolitana", on behalf

of the free cities of Bartfeld, Leutschau, Kaschau, Eperies and Zeben.

A decade later the "Confessio Montana", written by the parson of

Schemnitz, Cubicularius, was signed by the seven mountain towns
of Middle Slovakia: Kremnitz, Neusohl, Libethen, Schemnitz, Pukkanz,
Konigsberg and Dilln. The third confession, the "Confessio

Scepusiana", was recognized by 24 towns of the Zips. The model for

all the confessions of Slovakia was the Confessio Augustana.

With respect to the oppressions by the Catholic paxty, the rebellion of

Stephan Bocskay and the peace of Viienna (1606) which brought

relative freedom of religion. Protestantism in Slovakia shares the

history of the entire Protestant movement of Hungary.

The Reformation was terminated only at the beginning of the 17th

century by the partly organisational consolidation of single parishes.

At the synod of Sillein in 1610, three superintendents were elected

for the region of Western Slovakia; two inspectors were appointed

for Middle Slovakia and the area around PreBburg; and at the synod
of Kirchdrauf in 1614, two superintendents were elected for the Zips

and the towns of the "Confessio Pentapolitana".

Although first signs of Counterreformational activities can be noticed

early in Boheniia, Protestantism continued to spread until the

end of the 16th century to such an extent, that it included finally 85

to 90 per cent of the population. The strength of Protestantism

manifested itself also externally: in 1575 the estates compelled

Maximilian the Second to recognize the "Confessio Bohemica", which

was based on the principles of the Confessio Augustana; in July 1609,

Rudolf the Second signed the Imperial Charter, which enacted the

equality of rights between Protestants and Catholics. The 16th century

era of the Reformation was of consequence to intellectual life as

well beoaoise it caused a rich relagoois literature to develop. Beside

the catechism, the hymn books, postilles, etc., particular mention
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must be imade of the "Kralitzer Bible", a translation of the Bible

wlhich was of primary importance to the Bohemian area. It appeared

between 1579 and 1594 in six volumes and served as a model for the

written CBech language.

The Counterreformation started as early as the middle of the century

of the Reformation: On the emperor's request a memoir was submitted

in 1547, which intended to check the Reformation by demanding the

re-establishment of the Catholic diocese of Prague (which was
accompldshed lin 1561), the re-GathoMcization of the oitniversity, a

strict censorship of printed materials, etc. Systematic counterrefor-

m^ational activities were, however, initiated by the Jesuits. In 1555 the

Jesuit Peter Canisius oame to Prague and established 12 Jesuits in

the Klemens-College, two of whom converted to the Reformation and
became Evangelical parsons. An exemplary Catholic school system

was started and, aided by the Catholic nobility, colleges were
established even in rural areas. Through the cooperation between the

Jesuits and the House of Habsburg the nobility was won over first —
the confessional renegates were granted far-reaching privileges, so

that the families of Slawata and Liechtenstein turned Catholic around
1600 — , then the conversion of the population was started at large.

The conditions in Moravia offer a vivid example of the process: in

1590 there were only 70 Catholic parishes left in Moravia, as compared
to 280 in 1619. After the Battle of the White Mountain in 1620, where
the Evangelical estates suffered a decisive defeat, the Counter-

reformation was carried out ruthlessly: the Protestant preachers and
school teachers were forcefully expelled, and all citizens, wiho were
not willing to turn Catholic, were ordered to leave the country with

a minimium of delay. Even the nobility was ordered either to turn

Catholic within half a year, or to emigrate. Thus, about 30 000 exile

faimilies left the country, "beoause" — as a contemporary report

states — "the right faith is to be valued higher than property and
even the homecountry". The German refugees were admitted by the

bordering countries, whereas the Czechs founded communities of

their own, such as in Dresden, Pirna and Zittau. The Bohemian
Brethren gathered around their center at Lissa, the place whereto the

pedagogue J. A. Comenius also went.

An awakening of Evangelical life in Bohemia took place during the

era of Pietism. In particular the Czech Evangelical parishes in Saxonia

and Prussia made use of their connections to the old homecountry to

strengthen the reformational faith. Evangelical works from Germany
and Hungary got secretly to the Bohemian countries. Especially in

Halle there gathered a number of Evangelical Bohemian and
Slovakian theologians aroiuid Heinrich Milde, who was devoted to
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the translation of pietistic works. Beca/use of fornner expierences, the

books were printed partly in small size to faoiiitate thedr hiding as

a new wave of persecution had set in during the first half of the

18th century. Evangelical services were held in the open air by so-

called "bush-preachers", who turned into propagators of EvamgeiMcal

writings due to their partly extensive wandering tours. The end
of the oppressions did not come until Josef the Second's Edict

of Toleration in 1781. Due to persecution, Protestantism had grown,

to a certain extent, into a secret confession and had been pushed
into rural areas. However, after the official toleration, with the

influence of the enlightenment still strongly felt, and because of

the high cultural standard of the Protestant countries, part of the

educated population and of the upper classes turned toward the

Evangelical faith. Thus, the main representatives of the national

awakening among the Czechs and Slovaks during the 19th century,

such as Paul Josef Safarik, Jan Kollar and Franz Palacky were like-

wise Protestants. The Protestant patent of 1861 finally brought about

the full eq^uality of irights for Protestants and Catholics alike. The
Away-from-Rome movement, that set in toward the end of the 19th

century, caused considerable losses to Catholicism and led to an

important increase in the Protestant element. Even Thomas Masaryk,
originally a devout Catholic, converted from the Catholic to the

Reformed Church in 1880 as a result of his own, coinscientious decision.

The establishement of the state of Czechoslovakia in 1918 led to the

formation of separate Protestant church organisations. The Czech
Evangelical churches of the Augsburg and Helvetic confessions united

to form the "Evangelical Church of Bohemiian Brethren". Furthermore

the following churches were formed: the "Germlan Evangelioal Church
in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia", the "Evangelical Church A. B. in

Slovakia" (it united German, Slovakian and Hungarian parish

members); the "Reformed Christian Choirch in Slovakia and in

Karpatho-Russia" (consisting of predominantly Hungarian and about

ten per cent Slovakian parish members); the "Unity of Brethren",

and other smaller religious communities. The Evangelical Huss
faculty was established at Prague in 1919.

Due to the mass expulsion of the German population. Protestantism

in Czjechoslovakia suffered great ilosses after the second World War.
However, these losses were iruore than compensated for by the

Evangelioal Czechs and Slovaks who returned from Silesia, Poland,

Volhynia, Hungary and Roumania.
The church in Czechoslovakia is at present completely under the

control of the Communist state through the "State Office for Church
Matters", which has established corresponding departments on the

level of country and district administrations.
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HUNGARY

The Hungarians had known Christianity even before they finally

settled in the Pannonian plain. The ties to the Christian West were
further strengthened under Prince Geza, who admitted monks and
knights into his dominion. His son Stephan (1038) went one step

further and introduced Christianity officially. Stephan's coronation

as Apostolic King of Hungary which took place in 1001 — the crown
uised for this occasion was sent to him by Pope Sylvester the

Second — became important to the future orientation of Hungary
towards Western Europe. Of equal importance was Stephan's marri-

age to Gisela of Bavaria, making him a brother-in-law of the German
king. Supported by the German knights, who had followed Gisela

to Hungary, Stephan defeated the forces of the pagan-reactionary

tribal leaders in the so called "Battle between Teutons and Hunga-
rians", South of Lake Balaton. Hungary was energetically transformed

into a potential state of European character under the dynasty of the

Arpades. This dynasty ruled in Hungary for 300 years after Stephan's

death and produced a number of saints of the Roman Catholic Church.

The German immigrants who came into the country, especially from
the 12th century on, contributed considerably to the flowering of

medieval Hungary.

The advance of the Turks made Hungary the first stronghold of Euro-

pean Christianity, la task for which it was not strong enough in the

long run: internally weakened by the selfishness of the barons and
not supported by Europe, Hungary suffered the catastrophy of

Mohacs on August 29, 1526 and lost its independence for the time

being. Together with numerous bishops and dignitaries of the church,

the young king, Ludwig the Second, was killed in the battle. Hungary
was divided into three parts: the largest portion of the plain was
placed under Turkish sovereignty; Siebenbiirgen (Transylvania) was
given to Johann Zapolya, who was made king under the patronage

of the Sultan; the Western and Northern part of the country was
given to Ferdinand of Austria, who was likewise elected as king.

This partition became important to the Reformation which had a

powerful start in Hungary.

The Reformation had reached Hungary even before the Battle of

Mohacs. Students and scholars. Who had come into contact with

Luther's views, as well as merchants who came from the trade

centers of Western and Northwestern Europe, acted as propagators

of the reformational ideas and of printed Evangelical material. The
German population, because of the common language were the

first to catch on to the movement of Wittenberg, thus functioning as a

pillar of the Reformation. In 1523, the diet of Ofen could still issue
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severe antireformational decrees; ihowever, after 1526, this was no

longer possible, because of the difficult political situation. The divi-

sion of power that existed in the country favoured the new teachings,

and the national catastrophy affected likewise large groups of the

common people in favour of the Evangelical faith: the re-discovery

of the Gospel led to an affirmative and Christian understanding of

their own national fate and called for repentance and conversion

under the aspect of a new beginning.

In the territory occupied by the Turks, the Reformation could

develop without any disturbances, so that Evangelical parishes in

that part of the country could unite under an Evangelical bishop in

the middle of the 16th century. The toleration in the Turkish part

of the country is described as follows in a contemporary report: "It

happens quite often, that a group of Turks attend the Evangelical

service until the end of the sermon. They leave peacefully before

the Lord's Supper starts." In Szeged the Pascha even attended theolo-

gical disputations and took sides with the Evangelical teachings. It

is hard to determine whether there were any real relations between
Islam and Protestantism; we know, however, of one case where a

Turkish clerk converted to Protestantism, then studied theology in

Debrecen and later, in 1563, became parson of an Evangelical parish.

One of the most prominent Hungarian reformers was Matthias Devai
Biro (died 1545), the "Hungarian Luther", la forniier member of the

Franciscan order. He continued his studies, which he had interrupted

in Cracow in 1526, in Wittenberg in 1529, where he came into close

contact with Luther. After his return to Hungary, he worked as refor-

mier in Ofen and Kaschau in 1531. In 1536/37 he visited Nuremberg
and Wittenberg. Melanchthon, who held him in high esteem, made
Devai a present of his commentary to the Epistle to the Colossians.

Devai expounded his reformational views in 52 theses, which he
published under the title "Rudimenta salutis". The theses, that were
written for the convention of parsons at GroBwardein (Oradea) in

1544, were presumably likewise his work. These theses bad a lasting

effect, so that only one year later 29 clergymen met at Erdod, near
GroBwardein, to form the first Evangelical confessional synod on
Hungarian linguistic territory.

In the Turkish part of Hungary worked the former Fran^ziiscan

Michael Sztkiai. He lacked the direct contact to the Protestant

ecumenical movement, but preached with the same dedication and
success as Devai. Sztarai worked for the cause of the Gospel in a

popular way: through his church hymns that appealed to the common
people; through his plays, in which he exposes the "wooden priests"

and "miute dogs"; and through the school. In a letter of 1551 Sztarai
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states that he has been preaching God's word in the vein of the
Reformation, in the Turkish territory for seven years. Then he
confesses literally: "Since then I have established on both sides of
the Danube and Drau Rivers 120 parishes, aided by the Holy Ghost
and the brethren, who had come eagerly to harvest the fruits that
had already been overripe."

An eminent figure of German Protestantism in Hungary was Leonhard
Stockel (1510—1560), rector of the school in Bartfeld, who was given
the honorary name of "Praeceptor Hungariae". From Kaschau and
Breslau, Stockel went to study in Wittenberg, where he was admitted
into the circle of Luther and Melanchthon. After a short interlude
as rector of a school in Eisleben, Stockel returned to Bartfeld. He
wrote the "Confessio Pentapolitana", that was signed in 1549 by the
five free royal cities of Kaschau, Leutschau, Bartfeld, Eperies and
Zeben, which had publicly joined the Reformation.

It was important that the Reformation could develop under the protec-
tion of the barons, and that the example of the nobility influenced
the attitude of the lower social classes, especially the serfs of the
latifundia. In Western Hungary protectors of the Reformation were
the baronial families of Torok and Nadasdy, in Northern Hungary
the families of Thurzo, Revay and Balassa, and in the Eastern part
of the country the families of Dragffy, Bathory, Nadanyi, as well as
Perenyi, Zrinyi, Erdody and others. About 90 per cent of the popu-
lation professed Protestantism toward the end of the century of the
Reformation. During the fifties and sixties of the 16th century the
Lutheran faith remained dominant in Western Hungary, whereas
Calvinism gained the upper hand in the other parts of the country.

Numerous church regulations and agenda came into existence in
Hungary during the century of the Reformation. For the time between
1550 and 1570 we may mention the Lutheran agenda of Kaspar Heltai,
Simon Gerengel and Gregor Meltzner, as well as the Reformed
agendum of Peter Meluis. The Reformation produced also a series
of Bible translations, of which the translation of the New Testament
by Johannes Sylvester in 1541 deserves to be mentioned. Of similar
importance was the work of Kaspar Heltai who translated almost
the whole Bible, and finally the translation of the whole Gospel by
Kaspar Karolyi in 1590, which was printed during the following
centuries in more than 100 editions, and which became as important
to Hungary as Luther's Bible had become to Germany.

Like all Evangelical parishes during the century of the Reformation,
Hungary experienced also a flowering of the church hymn, a fact
described by a somewhat exaggerating Catholic allegation of the 17th
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century as follows: "The greatest part of the Ghnistians is drawn away

from the Holy See by the attraction of the sweet sounds of the

hymns."

Aside from the ecclesiastical-theological literature, the Reformation

was of eminent importance to the entire cultural life of Hungary. Of

the 168 schools, which existed in Hungary in the 16th century, 134

were Protestant; during the same period there was one Catholic

printing press as compared to over twenty printing presses that

worked for the Reformation. Consequently, it is quite natural that

out of about 500 Hungarian books, published during the reformational

epoch, approximately nine tenth were written by Protestants, among

them the first Hungarian book of fairy-tales (1536), the first Hungarian

book of grammar (1539), the first Hungarian dictionary (1536) and

many more.

The first actions of the Counterreformation started gradually toward

the end of the 16th century, when the position of the Roman Church

seemed scarcely maintainable. Nikolaus Olah, archbishop of Eszter-

gom, called the Jesuits to Hungary in 1561. The infringements of the

Catholic high clergy, sanctioned and supported by the House of

Habsburg, brought about the opposition of the Protestant estates.

Referring to the "ius resistendi" which hat been laid down in the

Golden Bull, the Protestant estates revolted under Stephan Bocskay

and obtained a clear legal basis for the reformational confession,

granted to them in the peace of Vienna in 1606 and in the church

law of 1608. The Counterreformation, however, developed powerfully

with the rise of the Jesuit Peter Pazmany (1570—1637). Pazmany,

the descendant of a Calvinist family of GroBwardein, was persuaded

by the Jesuits to convert. After he had become a Jesuit himself, and

after he had held some intermediate positions, such as the professor-

ship of theology in Graz, he was made archbishop of Esztergom (Gran)

in 1616 and cardinal in 1629. His declared aim was to reconciliate

the Hungarian people with Maria, the "Patrona Hungariae", so that

he, who had been born in a Protestant Hungary, could die in a Catholic

one. At the end of his life he could close his eyes knowing that he

had essentially archieved ihis aim.

Relying on the Ihelp of the Habsburg dynasty, he succeeded in winning

back to Roman Catholicism the thirty most important families of

Hungary, among them the Nadasdy, Thurzo, Batthyany, Zrinyi. On
the other hand, Pazmany deserves due credit for the internal

consolidation of Hungarian Catholicism, for the establishment of a

new school system and for the improvement of the training of parsons.

Transylvania became the stronghold of Hungarian Protestantism

under the leadership of Gabriel Bethlen. In the controversy with
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Habsburg, during the first ihialf of the 17th century, Bethlen succeeded
in securing the rights of Protestantism, a policy which his successor,

Georg Rakoczi I. (1593—1648) continued successfully. The peace of

Linz (1645), miade a national law in 1647, granted the Evangelical con-

fession extensive garanties (the legal text contains for the first time

the expression "Status Evangelicus"), so that Hungarian Protestantism

came out of the controversies of the Thirty-Years War internally

consolidated.

The declining power of Transylvania (the grandson of Rakoczi I.,

Franz Rakoczi the First, turned Catholic) resulted in more effective

actions of the Counterreformation. These led, during the second half

of the 16th century, to the rebellion of the so-called Kurutzes wihich

started in Transylvania where a considerable number of insurgents

had gathered, prepared to protect the Evangelical freedoan by force

of arms. Toward the end the Counterreformation did not only use

brutal force, but adopted also undignified methods, such as the sale

of 32 Evangelical preachers Who had not yielded under force. They
were sold in Naples (1675) as galley slaves at the cost of 100 Talers

each. The rebellion of the Kurutzes in Upper Hungary, led by the

Evangelical count E. Thokoly, resulted in the designation of the so-

called "articular places", i. e., one of the conditions of the contract

designated those places in which the Protestants were permitted to

build churches. However, ten years later King Leopold declared in

the "Explanatio Leopoldina", that for the time being he intends to

tolerate Protestantism in Hungary, thus replacing the legal basis by
a personal act of grace.

The following century brought at first no relief for Hungarian
Protestantism: Maria Theresia, Queen of Hungary, declared her

maxim concerning religion as follows: "We do not wish persecution,

but nor do we wish toleration. In this respect we adhere to the prin-

ciples of our House." The hour of deliverance from the oppressing

violence of Roman Catholicism came for the Hungarian Protestants

with the accession of Josef the Second (1780—1790). His Patent of

Toleration appeared as early as 1781. The Counterreformation which

owed its lasting success to the union between the Roman clergy and

the absolutistic rulers, thus came essentially to an end. The diet of

1791 finally included the principle of toleration into the Hungarian

Corpus Juris as article 26. Hungarian Protestantism consolidated

lastingly and provided the nation with a number of outstanding

personalities. The leading figures of the struggle for freedom of

1848/49, Ludwig Kossuth, Alexander Petofi, Maurus Jokai, and others,

were, for instance, likewise Protestants.
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The peace treaty of Trianon (1920), causing Hungary great losses in

territories and population after the first World War, reduced the

Evangelical population of the country considerably: only 1012 of the

2073 Reformed parishes, and only 286 of the 770 Lutheran parishes

existed in the remiaimng part of Hungary.

After the second World War and .after the Communists had seized

power in Hungary, the constitution of 1949 caused a strict division

of church and state and an extensive reduction in church rights. In

1950 the theological faculties were taken out of the universities and

the welfare institutions of the church were dissolved. The parochial

schools were nationalized as early as 1948. To supervise the churches,

the istate instituted the "National Office for Church Matters", which

is organizationally connected with the ministery for culture.

The members of the present day Evangelical-Lutheran Church of

Hungary, numbering roughly 430 000, live in 323 parishes and are

looked after by 430 parsons. The Reformed (Calvinistic) Church of

Hungary ihas a membership of over 1.9 millions with 1506 parsons

working in 1201 parishes. Approximately every fourth citizen of

Hungary (24 «/o) professes Protestantism.

ROUMANIA

The Roman province of Daoia had already been settled by Christian

colonists in ancient times. As a consequence of the missionary activi-

ties of Wulfila (Ulfilas) the people of the West Goths, who settled

here temporarily, converted to the Arian form of Christianity during

the 4th century. After the Hungarians had ^accepted Christianity,

Roman Catholicism prevailed in the "terra septem castrorum", i. e.,

in Transylvania. German settlers from Luxembourg, the Rhine and

Moselle areas came into the country under King Geza the Second of

Hungary (died 1161). Through the bill of freedom. King Andreas the

Second granted these settlers called Saxones, "Saxonians", extensive

privileges in 1224. Thus the "Andreanum" also stated that the Tran-

sylvanian Saxonians could elect their parsons themselves, and that

they were to pay the tithes to these parsons only: "Their parsons,

however, they shall elect freely, they shall introduce the elected

ones, pay them the tithes, and in all matters of church jurisdiction,

according to an old custom, render them account."

Although Luther's views must have become known in Transylvania

at a relatively early date, the country was spared religious unrest

for a long time. Only during the thirties of the 16th century noticeable

indications of a religious change made themselves felt. The outstand-
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ing personality of the Reformation in Transylvania is Johannes Hon-
ter (1498—1549) from Kronstadt. After stays in Vienna and Crackow,
he went by way of Nuremberg and Augsburg to Basel, where he
studied intensively the printing of books and maps, a fact, which
should not remain without consequence for the propagation of refor-

mational material in Transylvania. Honter succeeded also in asso-

ciating himself with Johannes Dkolompad, a leading personality of

the entire Reformation.
In 1533 Honter returned to Kronstadt and revealed here his refor-

mational ideas for the first time in a preface to two books of Augu-
stin's, which he published in 1539. The final phase of the Reformation
in Kronstadt, however, did not take place until 1542/43, when the
city council themselves took interest in religious matters, and — as
a political corporation — accepted the treatise "Reformatio ecclesiae
Coronensis ac totius Barcensis Provinciae", which Honter had written
in the meantime. The attempts of the Catholic church to interfere with
the diet of Weissenburg in 1543 failed as a result of the unanimous
defence of the Reformation by the citizens and the council of Kron-
stadt.

The events in Kronstadt and the success at the diet of Weissenburg
encouraged other towns to join openly the Reformation. In the city
of Hermannstadt it was Mathias Ramser, who represented the driving
force. However, before the cautious city parson decided to take the
final step, he sent Honter's reformational book to Luther in Witten-
berg, asking for the latter's opinion. Without delay Luther sent him
the following answer: „Everything, that you asked of me, you'll find
better expressed in this booklet than I could write it. I hked it extre-
mely well, because it is written so scholarly, so pure and so faith-
fully. Read this booklet and get in touch with the servants of the
Kronstadt church. They will serve you as useful helpers in the refor-
mation of your church." Soon the remaining Saxonian cities followed
suit — Mediasch, Bistritz and Schassburg — with their conversion
to the Evangelical teachings. In 1544 Honter was elected as city
parson of Kronstadt, after the city council, which had been newly
elected at Christmas of the previous year, had taken a solemn oath
of allegiance to Honter's reformational booklet.

The "Nation's University", the highest political representative body
of the Saxonian nation, finally appointed a committee to work out,
on the basis of Honter's reformational book, an Evangelical church
law for the whole area of their settlement. It appeared in 1547 in

Latin and German under the title of "Reformatio ecclesiarum Saxoni-
carum in Transylvania", or "Church law of all Germans in Transyl-
vania" respectively; in 1550 it was made law by the "Nation's Uni-
versity". In 1553 the synod elected the city parson of Hermannstadt,
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Paul Wiener, who, as an Evangelical preacher, had been expelled

from Laibach in Slovenia, to be the first Evangelical superintendent

(bishop)

.

The church synod of the Transylvanian Saxonians, which met at

Mediasch in 1572, declared its willingness to continue its adherence

to the Augsburg confession, while among the Hungarians and

Szeklers the spreading of Calvinism gained increasingly in recog-

nition. Since the Antitrinitarians had likewise succeeded in attract-

ing numerous followers, they were also included in the Edict of

Toleration, passed by the diet of Thorenburg in 1557 and 1568.

Along with Luthenaniism, Calvinism land Catholicism, they re-

presented the fourth of the "recognized religions".

Although the Counterreformation did not really set in before the

18th century, some attempts of re-Catholicization made themselves

felt even before that date. Thus the Jesuits came to Transylvania at

about 1579, but caused the protest of the Evangelical Saxonians, who,

at the diet of Mediasch in 1588, passed a resolution of expulsion for

"eternal times". During the 17th century the Transylvanian princes

Stephan Bocskay and Gabriel Bethlen defended emphatically the

preservation of freedom of religion (see Hungary). The Catholic

restoration, starting in the 18th century, was vigorously supported

by the Haibsburgers and headed by the Jesuits, who resumed their

activity in Transylvania one hundred years after the resolution of

expulsion, passed by the diet of Mediasch. During this century it

was particularly Samuel von Brukenthal (died 1803), president of

the Transylvanian Court Office and later governor of Transylvania,

who successfully represented the religious interests of the Evangeli-

cal population.

The events of the 19th century were decided mainly by the concern

for the preservation of the autonomy and the church discipline.

The end of the first World War brought instead a certain external

change as a result of the union of Transylvania with the new Rouma-

nian state. In 1920 the Evangelical Church of Transylvania accepted

a new constitution, and in 1927 the remaining German-Lutheran

parishes of Rouimaniia joined the Evangelical-Lutheran Church of

Transylvania.

The second World War affected considerably Protestantism in Rou-

mania and caused a. weakiening of the Evangelical element. In as

much as this is possible under a Commiunist regime, the conditions of

the church seem to consolidate to a modest degree. Since 1949 the

Evangelical theologians are offered a university training at Klausen-

burg, and since 1954 in Hermannstadt, where there exists a German
theological department. In Baassen, close to Mediasch, there exists

since 1956 a separate Lutheran school for choirmasters.
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THE SOUTH SLAVS

The Slavs settled during the 6th and 7th century on the Balkan

Peninsula, a border area that oame under the influence of both

Eastern and Western Christianity. Soon after the settling had taken

place, both churches started intensive attempts to win over the Slavic

tribes to their side. The Slavs who settled in the Northern and
Western region accepted the mission of Rome. Coming from the

Dalmatian coast, Christianity had penetrated into the interior of the

country as early las the beginning of the 7th century. During the

followiing centuries. Christian influences from! the Dalmatian and
from the North, won over to Roman Catholicism those tribes of South

Slavs who had settled in the North-East. The South-East was under
the strong influence of the Byzantine empire; this led to the

acceptance of Eastern Christianity by the Serbians toward the end of

the 9th century. However, the final union with East Rome was ac-

complished only under -the influence of Saint Sava during the 12th

century. Beginning with the 14th century, the Islamic faith, together

with the Turks, penetrated into the area settled by the South Slavs

and gained a considerable number of followers among the subjected

South Slavs, especially in Bosnia and the Herzegovinia.

In the area settled by the South Slavs, there were primarily the

Northern tribes of the Croats and Slovenes, i. e. the Catholic part,

who had direct and intensive contacts with the reformational move-
ment. The spiritual and cultural achievements of the Reformation
among the South Slavs was of unique importance, although the

Reformation did not pass the far-reaching and promising initial stage,

but 'was nipped in the bud as a result of Roman Catholic reaction.

The Reformation started first in Trieste, where Protestant writings

were circulated. They were forbidden by the captain of the civic

guards who acted by order of Ferdinand the First. However, the

propagation of reformational material was promoted by Bishop Peter

Bonomo, a humanistically minded man. There were presumably con-

nections between Istria and Slovenia, where a group of like-minded

persons had gathered around Matthias Klombner, clerk to the pro-

vincial court of law, at Laibach around 1526 to study the reformational

writings. The chaplains of the cathedral, Mertlic and Paul Wiener,
were also members of this circle. Paul Wiener later became parson
in the town of Hermannstadt and then the first Evangelical bishop

of the Transylvanian-Saxonian national church.

The central figure of the Reformation among the South Slavs is

Primus Trubar, who was born in Unterkrain in 1508, and who died

in 1586 as parson of Derendingen (Wiirttemberg). Trubar began his

career as a clergyman under Bishop Bonomo in Trieste. In 1535 he
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was called to the parish of Laibach, where he came into contact

with the refomiationally-miinded circle led by Klombner. During

his stay in Trieste he ultimately joined the Reformation; after his

return to Laibach in 1542 as chaplain of the cathedral, he secretly

administered the Lord's Supper in both kinds. Urban Textor, the

successor of Bishop Franz Kazianer of Laibach, who on his death-bed

had likewise taken the Lord's Supper in both kinds and thus professed

his adherence to the Reformation, persuaded Trubar in 1548 to flee

to Germany. There, in Rothenburg ob der Tauber, Trubar took over

temporarily the office of second parson of the town. Trubar's expul-

sion from his native country did not prevent the victory of the Refor-

mation, but it forced the reformer of Slovenia to communicate with

his people by letters, and to inform them about the theological

achievements of the Reformation through printed works, thus — as

a side-effect — laying the foundation for the written language of

the Slovenians and partly also Croatiains.

In Croatia it was especially Grgur Vlahovic in Metlika who was

engaged in the spreading of the Reformation. It is said of him that

he did not understand German or Latin, but that he was able to recite

by heart the main chapters of the Gospel to his congregation. The

chaplain of the cathedral, Anton Vramec, who corresponded with

Luther and Melanchthon, was at work in Agram.

In Dalmatia, Bishop Peter Paul Vergerius of Capodistria, intended

to write a book under the title of "Adversus apostatos Germaniae",

and studied for this purpose Luther's and Melanchthon's works. As

a result of his studies, the Bishop converted to Protestantism after

a personal disputation with Luther in 1535, and gained considerable

merits for propagating the Reformation among the South Slavs.

Trubar, who had been expelled and had gone to Germany, published

a „Catechism in the Wendish language", together with an "Abece-

darium", at Morhart's in Tubingen in 1551. It was the first Slovenian

literary work. In 1555 Trubar began to translate the Bible into the

Slovenian language and published the Gospel of Matthew; the other

parts of the New Testament follow during the next two decades.

Inspired by Trubar's work, Stephan Consul, a refugee from Istria,

started to translate Biblical writings into the Croatian language.

The work of translating into and printing in the Slavic languages

was systematically promoted by Trubar's association with the for-

mer imperial field-oaptain of Croatia-Slavonia, Freiherr Hans von

Ungnad-Weissenwolif, who had resigned from the imperial service,

because of his Evangelical convictions. Between 1561 and 1565, that

is, in four years, the followiing Slavic publications came out of Un-

gnad's printing-ihouse in Urach: 13 in Glagolitic, 8 in Cyrillic and 7 in
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Latin print. Altogether about 25 000 copies were printed during this

short period of time. Compared to these 28 different publications, the

Catholic Church produced only 14 printed books, not in four years,

however, but in 80!

Called back to Laibach, Trubar after some time went again to Tubin-

gen and Urach, respectively (Ungnad had offered him the ministry

of Urach). One year after Trubar's arrival in Urach appeared the

"Cerkovna Ordninga" (Church Law, 1563/64), which became impor-

tant to the organisation of Slovenian Protestantism. Ungnad's death

(1564) marks the decline of printing in the Slavic language; the last

print in the Croatian language (the Postille), printed on German soil,

appears in 1568. Trubar could not publish a Slovenian translation of

the whole Bible; this was accomplished by Georg Dalmatin, a student

of Trubar's, in 1582.

The decidedly great achievements of the South-Slavic Reformation
can be comprehended and understood, only if one sees behind them
the tremendous impulse of the total Reformation of the 16th century.

Convinced of the validity and the gravity of the Gospel, one con-

sidered the conversion to Christianity of the Osmanic empire as

the ultimate goal. An expert opinion of the South-Slavic publications

states literally (1559): "We hope that these will carry the genuine
Christian religion and the true Gospel through all of Turkey; that

they will renew the hearts and souls of the Turks in the Christian

faith; that they will check their fury, comfort and strengthen the

poor captivated Christians; and that they will gradually make known
in Turkey our Saviour Christ."

With a powerful start, the Catholic reaction laid its hands on the
Whole work of the South-Slavic Reformation and used it to further
its counterreformational enterprises. The literary products of the
Counterreformation are to a certain degree slavish imitations of
the writings of the Reformation; the first Catholic-Slovenian Bible
(Laibach 1784—1802) has as its basis the Evangelical translation of
the Bible by Georg Dalmatin. Bishop Thomas Chron, the main repre-
sentative of the Counterreformation, obtained as early as 1602 per-
mission from the Roman "Congregatio inquisitionis" to use Protest-
ant literature. It was not unusual that Dalmatin's translation of
the Bible was used by the Roman Catholic Church until the first

decades of the 19th. century.

Except for minor remnants, South-Slavic Protestantism was extir-

pated by the Counterreformation. New beginnings of Protestant life

in the territory that belongs today to the Yugoslavian state did not
become noticeable before the liberation of Hungary from the Turks.
This Protestantism was, however, not indigenous, but had come from
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outside in the course of the resettlement of the areas which had

been devastated by the tribulations of war. Protestant Slovaks and

Hungarians came first into the country to settle on private estates.

Large scale German-Protestant immigration did not start before

the end of the 18th century, after Josef the Second had issued the

Edict of Toleration in 1781. German Protestants, who, in the course

of the colonization, had come into the country at an earlier date

were usually shoved off to the military border region between the

Danube and Save rivers, or to Transylvania. The settling of different

ethnic groups in the South-Hungarian territories produced a colorful

picture of Protestantism within a small area: Beside the division

between Lutheran and Reformed Protestants, there was the segre-

gation between Germans, Hungarians and Slovaks.

Ninety-five per cent of the Protestants in the State of Yugoslavia,

established in 1918, lived in the territories separated from Hungary.

Torn out of their natural environment, the Protestant groups had at

first difficulties to find the appropriate external and internal form

of existence. Based on the "law concerning the Evangelical-Christian

Churches and the Reformed Churches of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia",

issued in 1930, the following independent Protestant churches finally

constituted themselves: "The German Evangelical-Christian Church

of the Augsburg confession in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia"; its 71

parishes were predominantly in the North-Eastern und Northern

part of Yugoslavia. The elected bishop of this church was Dr. Philipp

Popp, a former Agram parson. 62 000 members of the 174 000 Luther-

ans of Yugoslavia belonged to the "Slovak-Lutheran Church".

The "Reformed Christian Church in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia",

which appointed Bishop Agoston as its head, consisted up to three

quarters of members of Hungarian nationality.

The war and the post-war conditions led to a further fragmentation

as well as to a decimation of the Protestants in Yugoslavia, which

can be ascribed to both, the flight of Germans from the country and

the policy of extermination exercised systematically by the Com-

munist regime against the German population. The Protestant churches

in present-day Yugoslavia are divided into a Reformed and five

Lutheran groups: The "Reformed Christian Church in Yugoslavia",

is limited mainly to the North-Eastern part of Yugoslavia and num-

bers over 70 parishes.

The "Slovak-Lutheran Church" with 26 parishes; its members live

likewise almost exclusively in the Slovak villages of North-Eastern

Yugoslavia.

The "Free Lutheran Church in the People's Republic of Slovenia";

it dates back, to a certain degree, to the times of the Reformation.
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The "Evangelical-Lutheran Church in Serbia and the Vojvodina"
comprises, in about twenty parishes, the remnants of the former

German-Lutheran towns in North-Eastern Yugoslavia.
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